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EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
DIRECTORATE-GENERAL FOR ENERGY AND TRANSPORT 

DIRECTORATE C - Conventional Energies 
Coal & Oil, market observatory  

 

Brussels, 9 July 2007 
TREN/C3/ZT/pm D(2007) 317758 

 

NOTE FOR THE FILE 
 
 
 
Subject: Minutes of the 3rd Security of Supply Working Party of the Berlin 

Forum, 3 July 2007 
 

1. OVERVIEW 
The third meeting of the Security of Supply Working Party of the Berlin Forum 
took place at the Commission premises on 3 July from 10.00 am till 2.00 pm. 29 
stakeholders attended the meeting (representing 9 industry associations, 11 
national administrations, 4 oil companies, 2 stockholding agencies and the IEA - 
see Annex 1 for details). Below is a summary of the key points from the 
proceedings and conclusions of the meeting. 

 

2. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES OF THE FIRST MEETING 
The UNITED KINGDOM and IRELAND requested for some modifications which 
were circulated at the beginning of the meeting; these were approved. 

 

3. UPDATE ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE GAS COORDINATION GROUP 
The COMMISSION (Mr Olivier Silla) gave a short update on the activity of the Gas 
Coordination Group (GCG). The next meeting of the Group will be held in 
September. Representatives of Russia are invited to this meeting to discuss 
investment plans. Finland, Spain and the United Kingdom will present their 
implementation of Council Directive 2004/67/EC. This directive might need 
revision; in particular in Article 2 the 20% threshold might not be adequate. 
Member States were encouraged to provide input on the strengthening of 
solidarity mechanisms by the end of July. 

The gas agenda of the Berlin Forum's plenary session will depend on the outcome 
of the GCG meeting in September. 

 

4. SUMMARY OF STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATIONS 
The COMMISSION (Mr Zsolt Tasnadi) presented a summary on the consultations 
with stakeholders and experts on the issues of stock composition, reporting and 
simplification. There is general agreement that part of the stocks should be held as 
products but some stakeholders argued for more flexibility when defining product 
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categories. Views are diverse on the inclusion of naphtha. Weekly reporting 
received no support: stakeholders expressed their concerns about higher costs, 
administrative burden and the risk of more speculation caused by inevitably 
inaccurate data. Nevertheless, a recent IEA survey showed that the industry has the 
capacity to provide weekly data. The priority of Euroilstock, which currently 
provides monthly data on commercial stocks, is to improve reliability of data. The 
harmonization of the EU system with that of the IEA was generally embraced by 
stakeholders. However, if the EU continues setting the obligation for specific 
products, this has to be based on consumption (and not on net imports). There were 
some reservations about the abolition of bilateral agreements which provide a local 
check on stocks held abroad. 

BP argued that an increased frequency of reporting leads to increased volatility even 
if the figures are accurate. However, end consumers will benefit from more frequent 
reporting of stock levels. BP sees no big differences between diesel and heating oil 
specifications in most countries, except in winter. 

EUROSTAT informed that the Monthly Oil Statistics (MOS) are collected from 
each Member State and from January 2007 biogasoline and biodiesel are 
incorporated into MOS. 

 

5. INTERVENTION FROM STAKEHOLDERS: SECURITY OIL STOCKS FROM EUROPIA'S 
PERSPECTIVE 

MR MARTIN SUENSON (EUROPIA) presented some high level principles which 
should be used when developing a security stock system and emphasized the fluid, 
resilient and effective nature of the global oil market. He argued that 90 days is fully 
sufficient to deal with disruptions seen so far and the resilience provided by 
operational stocks should be acknowledged and utilized. Europia has no 
reservations about tickets and would leave the split between crude and products to 
Member States. When reporting stocks, accuracy should be more important than 
frequency. He concluded that the current legislation is sound; if shortcomings 
appear, they could be repaired by better implementation. 
 
DEUTSCHER KOHLENBERGBAU asked for further information on the Commission's 
decision to take Belgium to court for inadequate stock levels. The COMMISSION 
confirmed the information released earlier in a press release but declined to discuss 
specific details of an ongoing infringement case. The decision should be seen as a 
confirmation that the Commission is resolved to enforce obligations stemming from 
the existing EU legislation. CHEVRON emphasized that weekly US stock levels are 
only estimates. The NETHERLANDS requested EUROPIA to elaborate what level 
playing field means; EUROPIA mentioned non-discrimination between refiners and 
non-refiners. IEA warned that 90 days or stocks might not be fully available; some 
of it is needed to run the system. The COMMISSION commented that in a crisis not 
all stocks released would benefit our refineries/consumers but in a global response it 
would also benefit third parties. The IEA also cautioned that stocks cannot be 
allocated: they are brought to a global market which will allocate it (partly to those 
without security stocks). HELLENIC PETROLEUM referred to the sharing system of 
the IEA, the IEA responded that this system is not operational. BP noted the 
advantages of the sophisticated logistic system in Europe which would contribute to 
a speedy response in case of a disruption. The COMMISSION acknowledged this but 
reminded of the industry's endeavour to cut costs and thus stock levels. 
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6. INTERVENTION FROM STAKEHOLDERS: WHY DO WE NEED ADDITIONAL 
STOCKS? – WHY ARE TICKETS LESS RELIABLE IN TIMES OF CRISIS? 
MR BERND SCHNITTLER (UPEI) argued that in a crisis new or fresh oil has to be 
supplied to the market, so security stocks should be held in addition to industry 
stocks. The best arrangement to realize this is through agencies. He pointed out that 
tickets are indeed cost effective and provide flexibility but show limitations on all 
other accounts (transparency, credibility etc.). In addition, there have never been 
any sizeable ticket release tests – this could be addressed in the crisis exercises of 
the IEA. 

The NETHERLANDS pointed out that minimum operating stocks (MOR) have 
decreased from 45-50 days in the early 1970s to about 30 days; as a result there 
should be 60 days of free available stocks out of 90. UPEI is not convinced that 
those 60 days are there. 

 

7. INTERVENTION FROM STAKEHOLDERS: OIL STOCKS OBLIGATIONS AND OIL 
STOCKS – THE NETHERLANDS' EXPERIENCE 
MR FRANS WIELEMAN (THE NETHERLANDS) presented the Dutch stockholding 
system which reflects the country specifics due to the huge oil sector in the country. 
The differences between the EU and the IEA stockholding obligation were 
highlighted (resulting in a higher obligation under IEA rules), along with the 
implications on the control and reporting system. Ticketing and bilateral agreements 
were also elaborated. Finally, the importance of the "crisis quality" of stocks was 
emphasized: emergency stocks should be "free accessible" stocks as opposed to 
stocks providing "last resort".   

 

8. INTERVENTION FROM STAKEHOLDERS: IRELANDS' EXPERIENCE WITH ITS 
STOCKHOLDING AGENCY 
MS MARY SPOLLEN (NORA) presented the stockholding agency of Ireland which 
was established in 1995. NORA holds about 50% of its stocks in Ireland (own 
stocks); stocks held abroad are mostly through tickets. Advantages and 
disadvantages of tickets were highlighted: they are cost efficient and require no 
storage facilities, but their supply is uncertain (plenty of stocks in contango but less 
in backwardation) and their drawdown has never been tested anywhere (not even in 
the Katrina action). NORA intends to decrease the reliance on tickets: by 2012 the 
share of owned stocks is to be increased to 80 days and that of stock tickets 
decreased to 10 days. It also plans to secure additional storage in Ireland. Ms Pollen 
advised inviting somebody from a ticket selling company and noted that a ticket 
drawdown exercise would be useful. 

THE COMMISSION pointed out the drawdown of tickets might be also discussed in 
the Oil Supply Group. THE IEA remarked that it may look into this issue in its 
upcoming emergency exercise. THE NETHERLANDS is satisfied with the current 
working of its ticket system but acknowledged that it has no experience with active 
drawdown; COVA, the Dutch stockholding agency applies 1 year ticket period. The 
UNITED KINGDOM reported some ticket drawdown during Katrina action, it 
supported Ireland's proposal to test ticket drawing, especially in the IEA exercise. 
FETSA inquired about the notice period of ticket contracts; NORA replied that 
most contracts require 5 days' notice (but not in a declared emergency).  
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9. POSSIBLE POLICY OPTIONS 
 In addition to the no policy change (business as usual) scenario, the COMMISSION 

(Mr Klaus-Dietmar Jacoby) presented three possible policy options to address the 
shortcomings of the current legislation. The most radical option would mandate 
Member States to hold all stocks by agencies, thereby providing 90 days dedicated 
emergency stocks; this would require a complete overhaul of the legislation. 
Another option would concentrate on better implementation of the existing rules, 
with the possible establishment on an inspection unit within Commission services. 
The last option would require that a minimum of stocks (e.g. 30-40 days) should be 
held by agencies; the role of Commission in case of a disruption would be also 
clarified.  

 The UNITED KINGDOM asked if these options are set. The COMMISSION replied that 
discrete, straightforward options are needed to evaluate the impact of policy change 
in the Impact Assessment exercise; nevertheless, the ultimate solution might be a 
combination of the above. UPEI argued that an acceptable compromise is needed; it 
is not favourable if Member States try to find own solutions. 

Participants were encouraged to send their reactions to the options by the end of 
July. 

 

10. FOLLOW-UP 
This year's plenary session of the Berlin Forum will most likely be held on 8-9 
October in Berlin (starting after lunch and finishing after lunch); one session will be 
dedicated to the issues discussed in this working group. Members were encouraged 
to regularly check the website of the Forum, registration will be possible online and 
should open before the end of July 

Another meeting of the working group is foreseen for the second half of September. 
The IEA asked to avoid the 17th and 18th (ASEAN workshop). 

Presentations will be circulated soon to the participants (probably before the 
minutes).  

Jan Panek 
(Signed) 
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ANNEX: PARTICIPANTS LIST 

 
 
 

NAME REPRESENTATION TYPE OF 
REPRESENTATION 

OPPERMANN, Utz Deutscher Kohlenbergbau Industry Association 
SUENSON, Martin EUROPIA Industry Association 
ABENDROTH, Henning FETSA Industry Association 
VOCILKA, Vaclav GIE Europe Industry Association 
RAABE, Beate OGP Europe Industry Association 
HULIK, Gitta EURACOAL Industry Association 
LEMPIRE, Michel EUROGIF Industry Association 
SCHNITTLER, Bernd UPEI Industry Association 
WARREN, Luke World Coal Institute Industry Association 
HATON, Emmanuel BP Europe Oil Company 
RUSSELL, Susan Chevron Oil Company 
KALKAVOURA, Anastasia  Hellenic Petroleum Oil Company 
RICARD, Olivier Total Oil Company 

SPOLLEN, Mary National Oil Reserves Agency 
(NORA) 

Stockholding Agency 
(Ireland) 

CARBALLARES, 
Margarita Cores Stockholding Agency (Spain) 

FILIPPI, Jiri Ministry of Industry and Trade Czech Republic 
VALTONEN, Mauri Ministry of Trade and Industry Finland 

BONALDO, Frank Ministry of Economics and 
Technology Germany 

CUQUEL, Christian  
NOILHAN, Fabrice Ministry of Industry France 

BALLA, Georgia 
SPYROPOULOS, Nikolaos Ministry of Development Greece 

BRODERICK, Kevin Department of Communications, 
Energy and Natural Resources Ireland 

WIELEMAN, Frans Ministry of Economic Affairs The Netherlands 

FERNANDEZ, Susana Ministry of Industry, Tourism and 
Trade Spain 

BERGSTRÖM, Urban Swedish Energy Agency Sweden 

LINDHAL, Pär Ministry of Sustainable 
Development Sweden 

JENKINS, Owen Department of Business, Enterprise 
and Regulatory Reform United Kingdom 

VAN BOHEMEN, Aad IEA International Organization 
GIKAS, Antigone EUROSTAT G4 European Commission 
MARIAS, Miroslav TREN C1 European Commission 
NYITRAI, Kitti TREN C1 European Commission 
SILLA, Olivier TREN C2 European Commission 
PANEK, Jan TREN C3 European Commission 
JACOBY, Klaus-Dietmar TREN C3 European Commission 
SOUPART, Francis TREN C3 European Commission 
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BOLESTA, Chris TREN C3 European Commission 
TASNADI, Zsolt TREN C3 European Commission 
SALZBRENNER, Janet TREN C3 European Commission 
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